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Ken Rinaldo

Ken Rinaldo, is internationally recognized
for interactive robotic and bio art
installations. His work develops hybrid
ecologies with humans, machines, plants,
and animals, by constructing idealised
social, biological, and machine symbionts.
His works are focused on trans-species
communication, animal agency, insect,
bacterial and emergent machine
intelligences. Rinaldo’s 3D animations,
prints, and hand-drawn works have been
commissioned by museums and galleries,
with many in museum and private
collections. Rinaldo's works have been
featured at: The National Museum of Art
Beijing, New Art Fest Lisbon, World
Ocean Museum Russia, Ars Electronica
Austria, The Hermitage Museum Russia,
Peabody Essex Museum US, Platform 21
Holland, Centro Nacional De Artes
Mexico, Transmediale Berlin, Arco Arts
Festival Spain, The Ulrich Museum of Art
US, Contemporary Art Centre Winzavod
Russia, Centro Andaluz de Art Spain, V2

DEAF Holland, and The Itau Museum Brazil. He has received commissions for new works
from Nuit Blanche Toronto, Vancouver Olympics, Te Papa Museum NZ, and Kiasma
Museum Finland, A-Life 16 Cancun Mexico, Sunderland Museum England, Lille
International Arts Festival France. His work appears in 100s of books and art reviews
while travelling to over 35 countries. Rinaldo received an Award of Distinction at Ars
Electronica, First prize at Vida 3.0 and A United Nations Green Leaf Award for the Farm
Fountain. His works have been featured in Wired Magazine, the NY Times, as well as
CNET, BBC, ORF, CNN, CBC & as well as a 1/2 hour special on the Discovery Channel.
Select publications such as Art and Electronic Media by Edward Shanken, Evolution
Haute Couture, and Art and Science in the Post Biological Age edited by Russian curator
Dmitry Bulatov have featured his works
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Irina Petrova Adamatzky

Irina Petrova Adamatzky is a Bristol based artist and photographer. She specialises in
science inspired art works and installations, wildlife micro-photography and science
fiction art works organically integrating living and artificial entities. A unique feature of
her work is that she uses manual focus lenses to share the wonders of the world. She has
won a substantial number of awards and prizes, including 3 recent awards in BIFA 2020,
winner of FEP Awards 2021 Nature Golden Camera, Platinum and Gold Winner in MUSE
Photography Awards 2021 and ND Discovery of the Year in category Nature 2019.
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Anna Nikolaidou

Anna Nikolaidou is an architect, senior lecturer and a member of the Unconventional
Computing Laboratory at UWE. Her research focuses on biomaterials, biosensing,
wearable architectures and adaptive building systems, looking at novel approaches to
manufacturing and the way humans interact with their environment. She is currently
looking at the development of novel adaptive living material systems across different
scales, researching the sensing and communication protocols of fungi and bacteria as
reporters of environmental, mechanical and chemical stimuli. She holds a masters degree
in Advanced Virtual and Technological Architecture Research (AVATAR) from the Bartlett
School of Architecture, University College London. Prior to becoming an academic, Anna
gained a broad range of experience in industry, working for several national and
international architecture practices.
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Steve Battle

My name is Steve Battle and since gaining a PhD in Artificial Intelligence, I reject the idea
that we can build truly intelligent machines along cognitivist lines that simply perpetuate
the myth of mind-body separation. Yes, AI lets us build useful tools, and I’ve spent much
of my career (Hewlett Packard Labs) creating tools for so-called semantic technology –
applying ontological design in the software, medical and aerospace industries. Now back
at UWE as a senior lecturer and programme leader for “Software Engineering for
Business”, I’m using cybernetics and robotics to explore embodied approaches to
cognition. With “Liquid Automata” we’re creating simulations of the very simplest
single-celled bacteria and the beginnings of embodied cognition.
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Genaro J. Martínez

Genaro J. Martínez is Full-Time Researcher at the National Polytechnic Institute in Mexico City. He is
Active Member of several institutions and laboratories around the world, such as: the International
Unconventional Computing Laboratory at the University of the West of England in the UK; the
Foundation of Computer Science Laboratory at the Hiroshima University in Japan; the Centre for Chaos
and Complex Networks at the City University of Hong Kong in China; the Unconventional Algorithms
and Computing Lab at the Technical University of Ostrava in Czech Republic; the Laboratoire de
Recherche Scientifique in France; and at the Institut des Systèmes Complexes en Normandie in France.
He is editorial member and reviewer of the Journal of Cellular Automata, Complex Systems, Physica D,
International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos, Artificial Life, Nonlinear Dynamics, Chaos, Information
Sciences, Natural Computing, IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems, and the Mathematical
Reviews, American Mathematical Society.
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Neil Phillips

Neil Phillips has an abiding interest in how things work and how they can be effectively
improved by the application of first principles. In particular, understanding the technology
behind devices and how that technology could be adapted or enhanced. He enjoys the
challenge of using scientific and mathematical methods when solving problems and
finding ingenious solutions to ‘wicked’ problems. As a member of the Unconventional
Computing Laboratory he has worked on a diverse range of projects including: Citizen
Science, Liquid Marbles, bio-enabled soft robotics, computational biomechanics and
biosensors. Neil is currently working on the development of modular smart building
elements based on fungal mycelium to further intelligent buildings of the future. Prior to
becoming an academic, Neil gained a broad range of experience in industry, working in
high volume manufacturing. In his spare time Neil likes to dabble with unconventional
transportation devices.
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Andy Adamatzky

Andrew Adamatzky is Professor of Unconventional Computing at UWE, Bristol, UK. His
research interests include non-standard computation, theoretical computer science,
artificial intelligence and crowd dynamics, mathematical biology and psychology, and
nonlinear sciences. His recent work has included development of discovering language of
fungi via their electrical spiking activity, computing circuits in excitable media, and slime
mould. His art works on design of computers from living slime mould P. polycephalum
have been published in `Silence of Slime Mould’ (Luniver Press, 2014). He was amongst
key figures in the documentary movies `The Creeping Garden’ (2014, UK) and `The Blob’
(2019, France).
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Chair for Biohybrid Architecture // CITA

The Chair for Biohybrid Architecture investigates the symbiotic coupling of technical elements
with living complexes to achieve architectural objectives, with social and ecological sensitivity.
With a focus on incorporating the properties and dynamics of living biological systems – such as
growth, self-repair, decision-making, resource balancing – this emerging field opens new
horizons for the invention of architectural technologies and the extension of architectural theory
and practice. This research has been, and continues to be, pursued through the EU-funded
projects flora-robotica (2015-2019), Fungal Architectures (2029-2023) and FUNGATERIA
(2022-2026).

The Chair is embedded within the Centre for Information Technology and Architecture (CITA),
an innovative research environment that has been contributing to the exploration of the
intersections between architecture, digital technologies and material practice for nearly two
decades. In turn, CITA resides within the Institute for Architecture and Technology (IBT) at the
Royal Danish Academy, Copenhagen.

The current members of the Chair are: Phil Ayres (Professor), Adrien Rigobello (PhD Fellow)
and Research Assistants Ji You-Wen, Claudia Colmo, Jack Young and Karl-Johan Sørensen - all
of whom have contributed to the exhibited work.
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Mohammad Mahdi Dehshibi

Mohammad Mahdi Dehshibi is an AQU Associate Professor with a PhD in Artificial
Intelligence from IAU, Iran. His areas of expertise include Deep Learning, Affective
Computing, Complex Systems Modeling, and Unconventional Computing. In 2018, he
began working as a postdoctoral researcher at UOC (Barcelona, Spain) to develop
eXplainable AI models for use in affective computing and human well-being. In addition,
he has collaborated on two EU-funded projects (FUNGAR and COgITOR) to create a tool
for mathematical analysis of the complex electrical activity of mycelium and tree
networks. In 2022, Mohammad joined UC3M (Madrid, Spain) as a senior machine
learning researcher to work on the EU-funded BODYinTRANSIT project. He is also a
visiting scholar at the Unconventional Computing Lab (UWE, Bristol) and a member of
the editorial board of the International Journal of Parallel, Emergent, and Distributed
Systems.
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Saksham Sharma

Often vacillating between theoretically solving/computing fluid equations (Navier-Stokes
equations) and appreciating the aesthetics of drops, water waves - mathematics and poetry
define my work. My poetry collections have been published in Varsity (Cambridge), Janus
Journal and Hypaethral (Oxford) magazine. My goal is to use poetry as a means of science
communication by reducing complicated scientific concepts to catch-all, poetic phrases.

Recently, I compiled my collection of 50 poems into a potential book, “Few Drops of
Consciousness”, which covers themes like, philosophy, astronomy, love, despair, desire,
science, and self. At the Festival of Unconventional Computing, I will be doing poetry
reading on proto-cognition (cognition without nervous system) of soft materials, like water
droplets, water streams, painting colours, jellies. Trust me, it’s going to be more comical
and cerebral at the same time!

1
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Michael Sedbon

I am an Interaction Designer, artist and life science researcher currently based in
Paris My work explores digital networked technologies and systems through their
convergence with non-human intelligence (plants, unicellular organisms, insects,
bacterias etc...) in regards to the Infocene problematics, seen as, our current
cultural era where Information is the force having the biggest impact on human
societies and environments. I explores the relationship between the culture
around Artificial and Biological intelligence by the making of bio-computers
manipulating organisms through rules implemented in soft, hard and wetware,
looking both at how biology influences computer science conceptually and at the
impact of the implementation of computation and computational thinking to
ecosystems.
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Mon Thi Han

Mon Thi Han is an ARB registered architect, currently working for Foster +
Partners in London. She obtained her bachelor’s degree equivalent, RIBA Part I,
from the Architectural Association (UK, 2012) and a master’s degree in
architecture, RIBA Part II, from the Bartlett, University College London (UK, 2017).
Originally from Myanmar/Burma, she has lived, studied, and worked internationally
in the past decade. On weekdays, Mon practices architecture. On weekends, she
learns ballet with Danceworks, and mathematics with the Open University.
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Dasha Alien

I started as a journalist, but after finishing photography school I began working as
a portrait photographer. I was experimenting with different genres of photography
in search of my own style, mostly focusing on photo manipulations and realistic
collages. For the last 2 years I have been working as a 3d artist. Learning 3D
marked the beginning of a new photo project called "CyberSoul", the presented
photo with a Samovar is part of a series of art works.
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Imani Cooper Mkandawire (ICM)

Imani Cooper Mkandawire
(ICM) is a multidisciplinary
researcher, artist, and
educator of Gullah
Geechee-American descent.
She completed her PhD at
the University of Michigan in
the Department of
Comparative Literature and
the Digital Studies Institute,
where she studied a
multilingual approach to
Africana philosophy, and
creative computing with an
emphasis in machine
learning and Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Her work
interrogates what it means to
know in various contexts
including black generational
knowledge practices, the
fabrication of machine
intelligence, and the thinking
of organic matter. Through
art-based research ICM
contends with the cultural,
social, and environmental

implications of knowledge, intelligence, and cognition, while also imagining new
modes of knowing, and systems of knowledge production at the intersections of
ecology, computing, and culture. Outside of her research and art practice, ICM
offers secondary and tertiary educational services as a freelance creative scholar.
Mobilising her expertise from years teaching in higher education, art gallery
management, and conducting interdisciplinary research projects ICM designs
unique cross disciplinary curricula that are attuned to social equity and
neurodiversity needs.
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Zlatko Baracskai

Developing musical instruments and interactive systems is an early passion of Zlatko's.
Initially he used electronics in creating experimental sound sources to soon start focusing
on computer mediated music production. His software development revolves around
SuperCollider and Max/MSP programming languages. Hardware design involves
developing sensor interfaces and signal converters which were explored in his
undergraduate studies. As a composer and producer his music is largely made utilising
audio processing and sound synthesis techniques to also include complex mapping and
gesture following algorithms. Zlatko actively develops, employs and lectures on these
techniques. He has built a few autonomous artistic interactive installations and has been a
part of the team working on the Interactive Coca-Cola Pavilion for the 2012 Olympic
Games in London. As such he has vast experience with the technology employed and
excels in reaching specific audiences with interest in contemporary art as well as
entertaining larger audiences with wit and immediacy present in larger scale installations.
Most recently he refrains from using screens to produce music ahead of performance and
prefers to stick to his drumsticks instead.
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Alessandro Chiolerio

Alessandro obtained his PhD from the Physics Department of Politecnico di Torino in
2009 where he exploited quantum confinement in metals to perform information
processing via the electron spin channel. In the following years, he studied transport
properties of nanocomposite materials, exploring the conditions for percolation and the
occurrence of resistive switching. He visited several institutes, such as NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (Pasadena, USA), the Max Planck Institute (Halle, DE) and the
University of the West of England (Bristol, UK) where he is visiting professor, developing
ideas and performing experiments on liquid state cybernetic systems, in particular
holonomic information processing. Author of about 128 scientific articles and 34 patents,
he has raised over € 10 million in competitive funding and private capital.
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Maria Dębińska

Maria received her PhD in Cultural Anthropology from the University of Warsaw in
2015. Her thesis on transgender politics in Poland was published in 2020 in Polish
under the title "Transplciowosc w Polsce. Wytwarzanie kategorii" (Transgender in
Poland. Production of a Category). She is interested in how scientific knowledge
enters non-academic social fields and how it is used and transformed when adapted
by new social groups. She has written on the sociological ambitions of Polish
sexology before 1989, climate activism in Poland as an apparatus that allows for
perceiving and conceptualizing climate change, and the slime mould as a site for
defining and conceptualizing the social. Since 2019 she has held an Assistant
Professor position at the Institute of Archaeology and Ethnology of the Polish
Academy of Sciences, where from 2020 she has been principal investigator of the
research grant Slime as Method: Ethnography of Scientific Practice funded by the
National Science Centre in Poland. She is currently a Fellow at the Institute of
Cultural Inquiry, Berlin, with the project "Modelling the Human/World with the slime
mould Physarum polycephalum."
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Eric Goles

Eric Goles, son of a theatre actress and a musician, was born in Antofagasta, in
northern Chile, between the Pacific Ocean and the desert of Atacama. In 1970, he
joined the University of Chile and graduated with a degree in mathematical
engineering in 1975. He later went to the University of Grenoble, France, to carry out
doctoral studies which culminated in 1980 with his thesis “Comportement oscillatoire
d’une famille d’automates cellulaires non uniformes”. In 1982, Eric joined the
prestigious CNRS (French National Centre for Scientific Research) and moved to
France. First to the Institute of Applied Mathematics, IMAG, at the University of
Grenoble and later to the Laboratory on Network dynamics and Epistemology at the
Polytechnic Institute in Paris. During this period, he carried out a state thesis in
Mathematics, also in the field of automata networks. After moving back to Chile to
join the Engineering School of the Universidad de Chile, where he worked as a
Professor till 2006. He then moved to the Faculty of Engineering and Sciences at the
University Adolfo Ibáñez where he is still working. In 2004 he also founded the
Institute of Complex Systems at Valparaiso, the first-ever Chilean research
establishment devoted to complex systems. In 1993 he was honoured with the main
scientific award of his country, the National Science Price. He has written more than
two hundred articles and ten books. Further, he has trained a huge number of young
scientists both in Chile and abroad. Eric excels in numerous fields like theoretical
computer science, discrete mathematics, neural and Boolean networks, cellular
automata and mathematical modelling in physics, biology, and social sciences.
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Hanna Saito

Hanna Saito studied Glass Course of the Department of Craft at Tama Art University,
since becoming a member of metaPhorest (biological / biomedia art platform) her
work started including biological questions and living organisms. She is currently
pursuing a Ph.D. Student at Yasuaki Kakehi’s Lab at the Graduate School of
Interdisciplinary Information Studies at the University of Tokyo.
She has been collecting and cultivating various species of natural slime mold in
recent years for her studies and artworks. Her key topics include the reconsideration
of the boundaries between nature and society, humans and non-humans, and the
inseparability of perception and the world.
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Sarah Selby

Sarah Selby is a visual artist who uses software, programming, and emerging
technology to explore digital culture, raising critical questions around its social,
ethical, and environmental implications.

Sarah’s work has been presented internationally including at arebyte Gallery,
Cognitive Sensations, Control Shift Festival and ELIA. She was the winner of
Arebyte Gallery’s ‘Hotel Generation’ programme resulting in her solo show ‘Raised
by Google’ (2019), featured in Timeout and FAD magazine. She was shortlisted for
The Ashurst Emerging Artist Prize for her interactive artwork ‘If you leave it up to
the audience, they can kill you’ and is an alumnus of Roche Continents - an
international residency exploring sources of inspiration at the intersection of science
and art. She was recently selected for the ‘Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure’
award as part of the Bristol17 campaign by the Global Goals Centre in the run up to
COP26.

Sarah has delivered workshops and talks for BBC, King’s College London, Woman’s
March Manchester, The Immersive Kind and more. Her latest project ‘Between the
Lines’ uses DNA data storage to infiltrate the administrative systems of the UK
Border Regime.
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